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Dear Friends of UB Law School:

First, I want to thank you for your generous support during the past year. Your contributions to the School have been vital for the maintenance of key parts of our academic program and for other important activities.

I am happy to report that the School remains vigorous and continues to grow in reputation and quality of program and student body. The scholarship of our outstanding faculty continues to earn national attention and adds to the School’s recognition. Our clinic programs are both strong and innovative and are being used as models at other leading schools. Our graduates are welcome throughout the country. Alumni clubs are active in Rochester, Albany, New York City, and Washington, with new groups being planned in Syracuse and Chicago.

At the same time, there are clouds on the horizon. You are all aware, I am sure, of the growing fiscal crisis in state government and will not be surprised that it has serious implications for the University and the Law School. We have already absorbed one substantial cut in state funding with another reduction to follow shortly. The next academic year is expected to bring even more serious financial problems.

The School, like the rest of the University, will become increasingly dependent upon private funding. For the Law School, alumni support already constitutes a large share of our budget and your contributions will be increasingly critical to maintaining core functions.

Better times will, of course, come again. But in the meantime, I am confident that we at the School can continue to count on your support.

Finally, I want again to express our sincere appreciation to you for making our 1989-90 annual fund drive a resounding success. All of us at the School — students, faculty and staff — are grateful for your help and support.

Sincerely,

David B. Filvaroff
Dean and Professor of Law

Dear UB Alumni/ae,

I am pleased to announce that our annual fund drive during the fiscal year ending on June 30, 1990 was the most successful ever. Alumni/ae, students, faculty and friends contributed $239,000 to support the Law School in addition to a number of endowed gifts made to scholarship funds.

The record year resulted from the hard work of Peter J. Fiorella Jr., our national chair, his board of directors and the many students and alumni/ae who made telephone calls to solicit gifts either during our phonathons or prior to each of our Dean’s Dinners. I very much appreciate the many hours they gave to help us surpass our goal by $4,000. I want to extend a special thanks to the law firm of Saperston and Day, which graciously allowed us to invade their facilities each night of our phonathon.

This success could not have come at a better time. With the recent budget cuts throughout the state university system, the Law School now depends more heavily than ever on private funding. Many essential programs would have to be eliminated or significantly reduced without this support.

The following list reflects contributions made during this campaign. While we have taken great care to be accurate, errors may exist. If there is a mistake with respect to your gift, please accept my apology. I hope you advise me of any errors you notice, so a correction can be made in the next issue of the Forum.

My personal thanks go to each of you who helped us surpass our goal. The Law School will remain strong because of your generosity.

Sincerely,

Alan S. Carrel
Associate Dean
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JACOB D. HYMAN CLUB
Contributions of $1,000 or more

Michael A. Amico ’58
Thomas R. Beecher Jr. ’59
Diane Bennett ’75
Don Bergevin ’75
Leslie W. Berkowitz ’81
Markus E. Berkowitz ’81
Richard G. Birmingham ’57
Hilary P. Bradford ’53
Margaret H. Cohn
Anthony J. Colucci Jr. ’58
Peter D. Cook ’62
Harold Dunkner ’68
Cecele M. Duath
Lawrence H. Dutsch
J. Mason Davis ’50
James B. Dennan ’65
M. Dolores Dennan ’65
Martin T. Dubin ’62
Herbert F. Fehring Jr. ’56
Mark G. Farrell ’72
Andrew Feldman ’68
David B. Filvaroff
Peter J. Fiorella Jr. ’63
Lois M. Fleischman
Ellen K. Forrest ’76
Kenneth B. Forrest ’76
Rosemary Forsyth
Alan D. Freeman
Paul L. Friedman ’68
John J. Fronen Sr. ’66
Irving Fudeman ’50
William H. Gardner ’59
Arthur M. Gelman ’62
Stuart A. Gelman ’61
Willard A. Gehrlich ’58
Richard P. Griffin ’57
Lowell Grosse ’54
Ralph L. Halpern ’53
Thomas F. Hendrix
Andrew C. Hilton Jr. ’55
Edwin F. Jaekle ’55
Emma K. Jaekle ’56
M. Robert Kien ’44
Thomas E. Kling ’65
John R. Lane ’55
Robert J. Lane Sr. ’58
Gerard’s Lippincott ’64

Samuel D. Magavern ’29
Philip H. Magner Jr. ’49
David E. Mauze ’70
George M. Martin ’40
Lawrence J. Mattar ’59
John M. McKee ’52
Elizabeth B. MENCH ’79
Samuel R. Miserendino ’54
Carl J. Montante Sr. ’67
Albert R. Mugel ’41
Wade J. Newhouse
C. George Niehau Jr. ’50
Frank R. Papa ’52
Elen Reis
Robert L. Reis
Anthony J. Renaldo ’50
Daniel T. Reach ’53
Arthur A. Russ Jr. ’67
Nicholas J. Sargent ’69
Robert C. Schaas ’53
Joseph V. Sedita ’69
Herbert M. Siegel ’69
John H. Stenger ’58
Eugene C. Tenny ’54
Anthony B. Tohill ’70
Philip B. Wels
Michael R. Wolford ’68

DEAN’S CLUB
Contributions of $500-999

Joseph A. Ambles Jr. ’79
Richard A. Asher ’70
Brian D. Baird ’63
Varlos Baligan ’62
Terence E. Barnes ’82
Roger V. Barth ’63
John P. Bartolomei ’69
Paul A. Battaglia ’72
F. Steven Berg ’58
Michael B. Berger ’73
Paul L. Birzson
Thomas E. Black Jr. ’79
Bryan G. Brockway ’78
Phillip Brothman ’62
Edmund S. Brown ’21
James F. Brown ’72
Theodore J. Burns ’67
Richard F. Campbell ’75
John F. Canale ’47
Peter B. Carr ’54
Alan S. Carroll ’67
Terrence M. Connors ’71
Alexander C. Cordes ’50
Sam J. D’Agostino ’71
Joseph DeMarie ’63
Helen K. Dempsey ’69
John M. Dempsey ’69
Arthur F. Dobson Jr. ’72
Paul M. Edgerton ’77
Neil R. Farmelo ’53
Robert P. Fine ’68
Paul A. Foley ’56
John T. Frizzell ’55
Sue S. Gardner ’76
Vincenzo M. Gaffney ’50
Carol W. Gibson ’74
George M. Gibson ’58
Peter S. Gillman ‘71
Alvin M. Glick ’52
Neil A. Goldberg ’73
Carl A. Green ’50
Harold M. Halpern ’58
Aven Rennie Harkawik ’79
Dennis P. Harkawik ’79
Sheila Harris ’53
Fred Isenberg
George Kannar
William D. Killey ’35
Henry W. Killean III ’75
Barbara D. Klippert ’75
Wells E. Knoble ’50
Jacqueline Koskin ’59
Allan M. Lewis ’66
Erik D. Lindauer ’81
Richard Lipitz ’53
Herman P. Loomis ’49
James L. Magavern ’59
David J. Mahoney Jr. ’52
Joseph G. Makowski ’79
Kevin P. Maloney ’54
William E. Mathias H ’71
Eduard J. Maxwell ’49
Shelby B. Mayer ’79
Michael R. McGee ’69
Gerard M. McManus ’82
Howard L. Meyer Jr. ’56
James J. Monighan ’51
Robert B. Morante ’68
James M. Muskiewicz ’78
John J. Nasca ’46
William A. Niece ’61
Henry J. Nowak ’61
Eric A. Peterson ’71
Arcangelo J. Petracca ’55
James V. Phillippone ’54
Jean Carol K. Powers ’79
Peter A. Reese ’73
William Z. Reitz ’74
Sanford Rosenblum ’62
Vicor A. Rossetti ’50
William F. Savino ’75
H. Kenneth Schroeder Jr. ’61
Irving M. Shuman ’54
Charlotte C. Sibley ’85
Louis H. Siegel ’63
Lee Orr Smith II ’80
Terry D. Smith ’66
Isadora Snitzer ’47
Phillip A. Thielman ’61
Victor T. Thurnony
Eileen Tommack ’56
Catherine M. Venzon ’82
Lawrence H. Wegner ’49
James R. Walsh ’62
Paul C. Weaver ’61
George M. Zimmermann ’49
Helen W. Zimmermann ’81

CARLOS C. ALDEN CLUB
Contributions of $250-$499

Nancy A. Adel ’74
Richard J. Atteia ’61
Joseph M. Augustine ’60
Rosalie S. Bailey ’73
Thomas C. Bailey ’74
Marvin R. Baum ’55
Frank R. Bayger ’55
Alan L. Bernstein ’59
John N. Blair ’73
Richard N. Blewett ’51
Thomas R. Bremer ’79
William R. Brennan ’48
Peter J. Brevarski ’68
Daniel E. Brink ’69
David G. Brock ’72
Arthur J. Bronson ’85
Irving D. Brown Jr. ’55
James E. Brown ’72
George M. Zimmermann ’49, left, chats with Joseph J. Mansfield, president of the UB Foundation, center, and consultant John Brown at a planned giving seminar for the Law School held at The Buffalo Club.
FRIENDS

Charmagne Alabi
Albany International Corp.
Anonymous Gift
James B. Atleson
C.R. Bard Foundation, Inc.
Barrister Information Systems Corp.
Robert S. Berger
Guyora Binder
Paul I. Birzon
Jeffrey M. Blum
CBS
Chase Lincoln Bank
Chase Manhattan Bank
CIBA-Geigy Corp.
Cigna Foundation
Class of 1950
Class of 1959
Class of 1970
Class of 1992
Margaret H. Cohn
Linda J. Corder
John Crabb
Cecile M. Dauhch
Lawrence H. Dauch
Thomas F. Disure
Charles H. Dougherty
Dunn & Associates
Florence P. Edlin
Equitable Life
Ernst & Young
Alan Fenster Associates
David B. Filvaroff
Lucinda Finley
Irene R. Fleischmann
Ford Motor Co.
Rosemary Forsyth
Freedman-Harris Insurance Agency Inc.
Alan D. Freeman
Jill P. Giles
Richard E. Heath
Herbert J. Heimer Jr.
Holberg, Ltd. Real Estate Brokerage
Jack Hunt and Associates Court Reporters
Jacob D. Hyman
Fred Isenberg
Kenneth F. Joyce
George Kannar
Milton Kaplan
Kavinoky & Cook P.C.
Muhammad Kenyatta
Alfred S. Konesky
Audrey A. Koscielnicki
Lathan, Lumsden, McCormick & Co. Accountants
LeBrun Foundation
Janet S. Lindgren
Lockport High School
Lawyers Coop
Laura S. Mangani
Isabel Marcus
Barbara Mariano
Marine Midland
Massachusetts Life
Errol E. Mekdinger
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Fund, Inc.
Montgomery Ward
Frank W. Munger
Wade J. Newhouse
Frank R. Papa National Fire Adjustment Co.
Phillips Lyle Hitchcock Blaine & Huber
Stephanie L. Phillips
Peter R. Pitegoff
Prociter & Gamble
The Prudential Foundation
Ellen Reis
Robert I. Reis
Royal Insurance
Santa Fe Southern Pacific Foundation
John H. Schlegel
Janice B. Schaller
Palmer Singleton
Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom
Dawn M. Skopinski
R. L. Sonnenberger Land Surveyor
Robert J. Steinfeld
Louis H. Swartz
Victor T. Thuronyi
Cheri Tubnis
The Travelers Companies Foundation, Inc.
US Fidelity
Wachtell Lipton Rosen & Katz
Philip B. Wells
West Publishing Company, Inc.
Western N.Y. Foundation
Ezra B. Zubrow
Marcia Zubrow
Zurn Industries

Alan S. Carrel, Associate Dean, leads the fund-raising efforts of the Law School.

Michael R. Wolford '68, left, with Professor Louis A. Del Cotto '51, center, and Robert B. Moriarty '68.

Laurie G. Ogden
Richard W. Ohlson
Kenneth A. Olena
Michael A. Piette
Lorenzo Randle
Patricia A. Randle
Stephen P. Rathjen
Thomas W. Rickert
Jonathan A. Rodwin
Herbert Roisman
Lydia Romer
Mark A. Rosenbaum
Cathy Kaman Ryan
James F. Ryan
Thomas A. Saitta
Steven A. Schurman
Steven L. Schwartz
Jeffrey M. Serether
Michael A. Shapiro
Lee O. Smith II
Deborah N. Sorbin
Paul E. Taylor
Carole A. Truesdale
Donald R. West
Olive C. Young.

CLASS OF '81

Michael A. Battle
Jay S. Baum
Louise Russi Beale
Alan M. Beckoff
Robert G. Behnke III
Laurence D. Behr
Howard E. Berger
Leisl W. Berkovits
Markus I. Berkovits
Daniel J. Block
William J. Bozajian
Rossella E. Breccia
Eric M. Cabahan
Nancy L. Caple
Anna R. Celino
Aaron G. Chambers
Dale A. Clark
Francine B. Colon
James J. Contino
Melanie L. Cyganowski
Barbara H. Davis
Timothy W. DelJohn
Jean Doerr
Cheryl E. Ellsworth
Susan C. Ford
Daniel F. Forsyth

CLASS OF '82

Donald B. Aiken
Hermann A. Armstrong

Thomas A. Gick
Josephine A. Greco
Arthur J. Hall
Elaine K. Herald
Charles R. Hinrichs
Richard A. Hull
Regan P. Ilde
Paul J. Israelson
Joseph W. Jacek Jr.
Patricia M. Jayne
Edward J. Kamysz
Linda L. Kaumeyer
James S. Kraus
Dominic M. Lapresi
Erik D. Lindauer
Elizabeth T. Lindner
Elyse Lubin Gilman
Mitchell S. Lustig
Daniel R. Metchel
Renee L. Minnick
David B. Mora
Sanford S. Nagrotsky
Francine B. Nicholas
Edward C. Northwood
Thomas J. Pardini
Gavin L. Phillips
Peter P. Radetich
Dorie B. Reffing
Susan M. Reilley
R. Anthony Ronci
Ross T. Runfola
Annette M. Sansone
Paul J. Schulz
Anthony J. Scione
Paul D. Shore
Robert P. Siegel
David S. Smith
Carla J. A. Spacone
Chris G. Trapp
Richard P. Valentine
JoAnn M. B. Wahl
John P. Walsh
Donald A. White
Theresa R. Wincott
Ronald J. Winter
Rosemarie A. Wyman
Helen W. Zimmermann
Harriette A. Zions